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rose analyses the conservative response to the foreign policy strategies in the post war coalition highlighting the complex nature and development of
conservative foreign policy thinking volumes v vi and vii complete the series of selections from the smuts papers they cover the period from august
1919 when smuts succeeded botha as prime minister of the union of south africa until his death in september 1950 the selection is divided into six parts
each with a short introduction all the documents are annotated and those in dutch or afrikaans are provided with translations there are over six
hundred biographical notes smuts s stature as a world statesman his intimate concern with the problems of european and commonwealth politics and
his central position in south african affairs place his private papers among the most important collections of their kind volume v covers the period from
1919 to 1934 years of crisis for smut s own child the league of nations and in south africa a time which saw confrontations on colour questions
and adjustments that led to party fusion essential papers on jews and the left presents a sweeping portrait of the defining impact of the left on modern
jewish politics and culture in europe palestine israel and the new world the contributions in the first part entitled the jewish left discuss specifically
jewish radical organizations such as the bund and poale zion the second section jews in the left explores the activities of jews in general left wing
politics emphasizing their role in the russian revolutionary movement this book examines australia s sporting relationships with the asian region during
the interwar period until now australia s sporting relationships with the asian region have been neglected by scholars of australian and asian sports
history and the broader field of australia s asian context concentrating on the period of the 1920s and 1930s when sporting relationships between
australia and a number of asian nations emerged in a variety of sports this book demonstrates the depth of these previously under examined connections
the book challenges and complicates the broader historiography of australia s asian context a historiography that has been strongly influenced by
the white australia policy and the pacific war why for example did white australia so warmly welcome visiting japanese sportsmen at a time when the
pacific region appeared to be inexorably sliding into a war that was informed by racial antagonisms this book examines sporting relations between
australia and seven asian countries china japan india netherlands east indies philippines malaya and singapore and a range of sports including rugby
football swimming hockey boxing cricket and tennis this book was published as a special issue of sport in society in the immediate aftermath of the first
world war upper silesia was the site of the largest formal exercise in self determination in european history the 1921 plebiscite this asked the
inhabitants of europe s second largest industrial region the deceptively straightforward question of whether they preferred to be germans or poles but
spectacularly failed to clarify their national identity demonstrating instead the strength of transnational regionalist and sub national allegiances
and of allegiances other than nationality such as religion as such upper silesia which was partitioned and re partitioned between 1922 and 1945 and
subjected to czechization germanization polonization forced emigration expulsion and extermination illustrates the limits of nation building projects and
nation building narratives imposed from outside this book explores a range of topics related to nationality issues in upper silesia putting forward the
results of extensive new research it highlights the flaws at the heart of attempts to shape europe as homogenously national polities and compares the
fate of upper silesia with the many other european regions where similar problems occurred the vivien eliot papers is a groundbreaking new biography of
vivien eliot comprising two sections her life and her papers based on a rich repository of primary evidence much only recently uncovered it corrects the
accidental inaccuracies and deliberate distortions that have circulated around one of bloomsbury s most gossiped about enigmatic couples while
unveiling fascinating new discoveries that give a more balanced understanding of both partners for the first time too immaculate texts of vivien s own
writing are presented carefully distinguished from eliot s input which demonstrate a fresh and wry talent all of her own badgley archivist national
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archives of canada explores the rise and fall of the united farmers of ontario ufo a party that won a majority in the 1919 provincial election and
formed a ruling coalition with the independent labor party the author challenges views that the ufo was a group of impatient liberals or self
interested commodity producers and instead argues that the ufo developed alternative economic political and social visions that led to internal
struggles ushering in the demise of a movement fighting for democratic change canadian card order number c99 9010468 annotation copyrighted by
book news inc portland or by investigating thousands of descriptions of epidemics reaching back before the fifth century bce plague of athens to the
distrust and violence that erupted with ebola in 2014 epidemics challenges a dominant hypothesis in the study of epidemics that invariably across time
and space epidemics provoked hatred blaming of the other and victimizing bearers of epidemic diseases particularly when diseases were mysterious without
known cures or preventive measures as with aids during the last two decades of the twentieth century however scholars and public intellectuals
especially post aids have missed a fundamental aspect of the history of epidemics instead of sparking hatred and blame this study traces epidemics socio
psychological consequences across time and discovers a radically different picture that epidemic diseases have more often unified societies across
class race ethnicity and religion spurring self sacrifice and compassion the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of
the united states congress it is published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior
to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837
and the congressional globe 1833 1873 captain harry butler afc was a national hero in the early 1920s hailed as a top aviator his legacy continues
to this day yet he has been largely forgotten harry butler returned from war with two aircraft and dreams of starting an industry with his little
crimson monoplane red devil captain butler inspired many thousands as he performed aerial shows in support of peace loan efforts he made the first
airmail crossing over a significant body of water in the southern hemisphere established with the famous engineer harry kauper the first passenger flight
business in south australia took the first aerial photographs and set up what became the first commonwealth government airport in adelaide from
butler s childhood in the tiny farming community of minlaton where he was inspired by stories of early flight experimentation to his role as a senior
flight instructor in the royal flying corps in england and his postwar experiences the red devil tells the story of a pivotal figure in early aviation in
australia and through his pilot training role throughout the world register containing a list of persons employed in the department and in the
diplomatic consular and territorial service of the united states with maps showing where the ministers and consuls are resident abroad also a list of
the diplomatic officers max pechstein 1881 1955 is one of the most prominent german artists of the twentieth century not least because of his crucial
role in the breakthrough of german expressionism this long overdue biography combines the portrayal of an outstanding artistic personality with the
story of an individual german who struggled through the political upheavals of his time pechstein s work is presented in the cultural context of
museum politics and art associations art dealers and critics market forces and cultural trends this work examines in a comparative historical way the
socialist liberal and conservative strands of anglo american anticommunist thought before the cold war in so doing this book provides us with an
intellectual pre history of cold war attitudes and policy positions this collection of essays by the author of lady chatterley s loverpresents his
musings on literature politics and philosophy in a newly restored text though d h lawrence was one of the great writers of the twentieth century his
works were severely corrupted by the stringent house styling of printers and the intrusive editing of timid publishers a team of scholars at cambridge
university press has worked for more than thirty years to restore the definitive texts of d h lawrence in the cambridge editions between 1915 1925 d h
lawrence wrote a series of philosophicalish essays covering topics ranging from politics to nature and from religion to education varying in tone from
lighthearted humor to spiritual meditation they all share the underlying themes of lawrence s mature work be thyself as far as possible the editors of
the cambridge editions series have restored these essays to their original form as lawrence wrote them a discussion of the history of each essay is
provided and several incomplete and unpublished essays are reproduced in an appendix john hope 1868 1936 the first african american president of
morehouse college and atlanta university was one of the most distinguished in the pantheon of early twentieth century black educators born of a
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mixed race union in augusta georgia shortly after the civil war hope had a lifelong commitment to black public and private education adequate housing
and health care job opportunities and civil rights that never wavered hope became to black college education what booker t washington was to black
industrial education leroy davis examines the conflict inherent in hope s attempt to balance his joint roles as college president and national leader
along with his good friend w e b du bois hope was at the forefront of the radical faction of black leaders in the early twentieth century but he found
himself taking more moderate stances in order to obtain philanthropic funds for black higher education the story of hope s life illuminates many
complexities that vexed african american leaders in a free but segregated society
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Selections from the Smuts Papers 1973 rose analyses the conservative response to the foreign policy strategies in the post war coalition highlighting
the complex nature and development of conservative foreign policy thinking
Zone of the interior. pt. 1. Organization and activities of the War Department. pt. 2. Territorial departments, tactical divisions organized in 1918,
posts, camps, and stations. pt. 3. Directory of troops (3 v.) 1988 volumes v vi and vii complete the series of selections from the smuts papers they
cover the period from august 1919 when smuts succeeded botha as prime minister of the union of south africa until his death in september 1950 the
selection is divided into six parts each with a short introduction all the documents are annotated and those in dutch or afrikaans are provided with
translations there are over six hundred biographical notes smuts s stature as a world statesman his intimate concern with the problems of european
and commonwealth politics and his central position in south african affairs place his private papers among the most important collections of their kind
volume v covers the period from 1919 to 1934 years of crisis for smut s own child the league of nations and in south africa a time which saw
confrontations on colour questions and adjustments that led to party fusion
Investigation of Bureau of Internal Revenue 1925 essential papers on jews and the left presents a sweeping portrait of the defining impact of the left on
modern jewish politics and culture in europe palestine israel and the new world the contributions in the first part entitled the jewish left discuss
specifically jewish radical organizations such as the bund and poale zion the second section jews in the left explores the activities of jews in general
left wing politics emphasizing their role in the russian revolutionary movement
Investigation of Bureau of Internal Revenue 1925 this book examines australia s sporting relationships with the asian region during the interwar period
until now australia s sporting relationships with the asian region have been neglected by scholars of australian and asian sports history and the
broader field of australia s asian context concentrating on the period of the 1920s and 1930s when sporting relationships between australia and a
number of asian nations emerged in a variety of sports this book demonstrates the depth of these previously under examined connections the book
challenges and complicates the broader historiography of australia s asian context a historiography that has been strongly influenced by the white
australia policy and the pacific war why for example did white australia so warmly welcome visiting japanese sportsmen at a time when the pacific
region appeared to be inexorably sliding into a war that was informed by racial antagonisms this book examines sporting relations between australia
and seven asian countries china japan india netherlands east indies philippines malaya and singapore and a range of sports including rugby football
swimming hockey boxing cricket and tennis this book was published as a special issue of sport in society
Selections from the Smuts Papers: September 1919-November 1934 1966 in the immediate aftermath of the first world war upper silesia was the site of
the largest formal exercise in self determination in european history the 1921 plebiscite this asked the inhabitants of europe s second largest industrial
region the deceptively straightforward question of whether they preferred to be germans or poles but spectacularly failed to clarify their national
identity demonstrating instead the strength of transnational regionalist and sub national allegiances and of allegiances other than nationality such
as religion as such upper silesia which was partitioned and re partitioned between 1922 and 1945 and subjected to czechization germanization
polonization forced emigration expulsion and extermination illustrates the limits of nation building projects and nation building narratives imposed from
outside this book explores a range of topics related to nationality issues in upper silesia putting forward the results of extensive new research it
highlights the flaws at the heart of attempts to shape europe as homogenously national polities and compares the fate of upper silesia with the many
other european regions where similar problems occurred
Cases Decided in the Court of Claims of the United States 1934 the vivien eliot papers is a groundbreaking new biography of vivien eliot comprising two
sections her life and her papers based on a rich repository of primary evidence much only recently uncovered it corrects the accidental inaccuracies and
deliberate distortions that have circulated around one of bloomsbury s most gossiped about enigmatic couples while unveiling fascinating new
discoveries that give a more balanced understanding of both partners for the first time too immaculate texts of vivien s own writing are presented
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carefully distinguished from eliot s input which demonstrate a fresh and wry talent all of her own
Report 1939 badgley archivist national archives of canada explores the rise and fall of the united farmers of ontario ufo a party that won a
majority in the 1919 provincial election and formed a ruling coalition with the independent labor party the author challenges views that the ufo was
a group of impatient liberals or self interested commodity producers and instead argues that the ufo developed alternative economic political and
social visions that led to internal struggles ushering in the demise of a movement fighting for democratic change canadian card order number c99
9010468 annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Annual Report of the Surgeon General 1920 by investigating thousands of descriptions of epidemics reaching back before the fifth century bce plague of
athens to the distrust and violence that erupted with ebola in 2014 epidemics challenges a dominant hypothesis in the study of epidemics that
invariably across time and space epidemics provoked hatred blaming of the other and victimizing bearers of epidemic diseases particularly when diseases
were mysterious without known cures or preventive measures as with aids during the last two decades of the twentieth century however scholars and
public intellectuals especially post aids have missed a fundamental aspect of the history of epidemics instead of sparking hatred and blame this study
traces epidemics socio psychological consequences across time and discovers a radically different picture that epidemic diseases have more often unified
societies across class race ethnicity and religion spurring self sacrifice and compassion
Annual Report 1920 the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily
when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and
proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873
Conservatism and Foreign Policy During the Lloyd George Coalition 1918-1922 2014-01-27 captain harry butler afc was a national hero in the
early 1920s hailed as a top aviator his legacy continues to this day yet he has been largely forgotten harry butler returned from war with two
aircraft and dreams of starting an industry with his little crimson monoplane red devil captain butler inspired many thousands as he performed aerial
shows in support of peace loan efforts he made the first airmail crossing over a significant body of water in the southern hemisphere established with
the famous engineer harry kauper the first passenger flight business in south australia took the first aerial photographs and set up what became the
first commonwealth government airport in adelaide from butler s childhood in the tiny farming community of minlaton where he was inspired by stories of
early flight experimentation to his role as a senior flight instructor in the royal flying corps in england and his postwar experiences the red devil tells
the story of a pivotal figure in early aviation in australia and through his pilot training role throughout the world
Public Health Reports 1920 register containing a list of persons employed in the department and in the diplomatic consular and territorial service of
the united states with maps showing where the ministers and consuls are resident abroad also a list of the diplomatic officers
Selections from the Smuts Papers: Volume 5, September 1919-November 1934 2007-04-05 max pechstein 1881 1955 is one of the most prominent
german artists of the twentieth century not least because of his crucial role in the breakthrough of german expressionism this long overdue biography
combines the portrayal of an outstanding artistic personality with the story of an individual german who struggled through the political upheavals
of his time pechstein s work is presented in the cultural context of museum politics and art associations art dealers and critics market forces and
cultural trends
United States Shipping Board and Emergency Fleet Corporation 1925 this work examines in a comparative historical way the socialist liberal and
conservative strands of anglo american anticommunist thought before the cold war in so doing this book provides us with an intellectual pre history
of cold war attitudes and policy positions
Essential Papers on Jews and the Left 1997-06 this collection of essays by the author of lady chatterley s loverpresents his musings on literature
politics and philosophy in a newly restored text though d h lawrence was one of the great writers of the twentieth century his works were severely
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corrupted by the stringent house styling of printers and the intrusive editing of timid publishers a team of scholars at cambridge university press has
worked for more than thirty years to restore the definitive texts of d h lawrence in the cambridge editions between 1915 1925 d h lawrence wrote a
series of philosophicalish essays covering topics ranging from politics to nature and from religion to education varying in tone from lighthearted humor
to spiritual meditation they all share the underlying themes of lawrence s mature work be thyself as far as possible the editors of the cambridge
editions series have restored these essays to their original form as lawrence wrote them a discussion of the history of each essay is provided and
several incomplete and unpublished essays are reproduced in an appendix
Australia's Asian Sporting Context, 1920s – 30s 2013-10-18 john hope 1868 1936 the first african american president of morehouse college and
atlanta university was one of the most distinguished in the pantheon of early twentieth century black educators born of a mixed race union in augusta
georgia shortly after the civil war hope had a lifelong commitment to black public and private education adequate housing and health care job
opportunities and civil rights that never wavered hope became to black college education what booker t washington was to black industrial
education leroy davis examines the conflict inherent in hope s attempt to balance his joint roles as college president and national leader along with his
good friend w e b du bois hope was at the forefront of the radical faction of black leaders in the early twentieth century but he found himself taking
more moderate stances in order to obtain philanthropic funds for black higher education the story of hope s life illuminates many complexities that
vexed african american leaders in a free but segregated society
Creating Nationality in Central Europe, 1880-1950 2016-04-14
International Law in Historical Perspective 1974
Experiment Station Record 1921
The Fall of a Sparrow 2020-11-03
Increased Price of Coal 1920
Ringing in the Common Love of Good 2000
Annual Report of the Director, United States Veterans' Bureau for the Fiscal Year Ended ... 1923
Epidemics 2018-03-30
Congressional Record 1951
Blue Book for the Year ... 1923
The Red Devil 2019-07-15
Register of the departament of state 2012-10-30
Max Pechstein: The Rise and Fall of Expressionism 2001
British and American Anticommunism Before the Cold War 1920
Annual Report of the Register of the Treasury to the Secretary of the Treasury for the Fiscal Year Ending ... 2019-02-20
Reflection on the Death of a Porcupine 1921
Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances 1921
Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances for the Year ... 1998
A Clashing of the Soul 1920
Increased Price of Coal 1920
Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Printing, Showing the Condition of the Public Printing and Binding 1924
Biographic Register 1930
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Citator of Internal Revenue Treasury Decisions Regulations, and Miscellaneous Published Office Rulings, December 28, 1899 to March 31, 1929 1929
Biographic Register of the Department of State 1929
Biographic Register of the Department of State
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